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NEW QUESTION: 1
A security consultant discovers that an organization is using
the PCL protocol to print documents, utilizing the default
driver and print settings.
Which of the following is the MOST likely risk in this
situation?
A. SNMP data leaving the printer will not be properly
encrypted.
B. Attackers can use the PCL protocol to bypass the firewall of
client computers.
C. An MITM attack can reveal sensitive information.
D. An attacker can access and change the printer configuration.
E. An attacker can easily inject malicious code into the

printer firmware.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A stakeholder analysis would:
A. Provide the basis to recommend the best strategy for dealing
with pressure from a competitor.
B. Determine the appropriate dividend amount to be distributed
to shareholders.
C. Delineate the outputs and outcomes needed by customers and
regulatory agencies affecting the business.
D. Assess the feasibility of a partnership with a key supplier.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Ihr Netzwerk enthÃ¤lt eine Active Directory-Gesamtstruktur mit
dem Namen contoso.com. Auf allen DomÃ¤nencontrollern wird
derzeit Windows Server 2008 R2 ausgefÃ¼hrt.
Sie planen, einen neuen DomÃ¤nencontroller mit dem Namen DC4 zu
installieren, auf dem Windows Server 2012 R2 ausgefÃ¼hrt wird.
Der neue DomÃ¤nencontroller weist die folgenden Konfigurationen
auf:
* Schemamaster
* * Globaler Katalogserver
* Active Directory-Verbunddienste-Serverrolle
* Active Directory-Zertifikatdienste-Serverrolle
Sie mÃ¼ssen mithilfe des Konfigurations-Assistenten fÃ¼r Active
Directory-DomÃ¤nendienste ermitteln, welche Konfiguration
durchgefÃ¼hrt werden kann.
Welche Konfiguration sollten Sie identifizieren?
A. Installieren Sie die DNS-Serverrolle.
B. Installieren Sie die Active
Directory-Zertifikatdienste-Rolle.
C. Aktivieren Sie den globalen Katalogserver.
D. Ãœbertragen Sie den Schemamaster.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Mark works as a System Analyst for Blue Well Inc. He uses
Microsoft Outlook for task reque sting and emailing. MS Outlook
has been configured to use an IMAP account. Mark has to prepare
a business report of the company. He assigns the task of
writing the report to another employee of the company.
However, after assigning the task, he is not receiving updates
of the assigned task.
Which of the following is the most likely cause of the issue?
A. He has cleared the Keep an updated copy of this task on my

task list check box.
B. He has created an unassigned copy of the task.
C. He has cleared the Send me a status report when this task is
complete check box.
D. He has cleared all the filters that are applied on the task.
Answer: B
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